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1. Scope

1.1 This classification is to serve as an international stan-
dard for marine equipment nomenclature, taxonomy, hierarchi-
cal data structure, unique identifiers, and boundary definition
for the consistent acquisition and exchange of equipment RAM
performance data. The standard addresses the classification of
mechanical and software products.

1.2 RAM in an acronym for Reliability, Availability, and
Maintainability where:

1.2.1 Reliability is the probability that an item can perform
a required function under given conditions for a given time
interval (t1, t2). It is generally assumed that the item is in a
state to perform this required function at the beginning of the
time interval.

1.2.2 Availability is the probability that an item is in a state
to perform a required function under given conditions at a
given instant of time, assuming that the required external
resources are provided.

1.2.3 Maintainability is the probability that a given active
maintenance action, for an item under given conditions of use
can be carried out within a stated time interval, when the
maintenance is performed under stated conditions and using
stated procedures and resources.

1.3 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-
priate safety, health, and environmental practices and deter-
mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

1.4 This international standard was developed in accor-
dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-
ization established in the Decision on Principles for the
Development of International Standards, Guides and Recom-

mendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.
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3. Terminology

3.1 Definitions:
3.1.1 boundary, n—item boundaries define the subordinate

components that are to be included in the item. The purpose of
the boundary definition is to ensure a common understanding
of which components are to be included within a specific item.

3.1.2 class, n—a concept to group objects with similar
characteristics, with the purpose of describing common prop-
erties.

3.1.2.1 Discussion—The ISO 10303 definition of a class is
“a concept to group items with similar characteristics, with the
purpose of describing the common properties of the class
members. Each item belongs to at least one class. A class
usually has a criterion for inclusion or exclusion of items.” A
class is only an abstraction that helps the categorization of
objects.

3.1.3 instance, n—the physical representation of the mem-
ber of an object class. For example, the main propulsion diesel
engine of vessel XYZ is an instance of the diesel_engine object
class.

3.1.4 object, n—any item that has properties and functions.

3.1.5 product identification, n—this classification proposes
that products be uniquely identified using the following com-
bination: Manufacturer Country Code—Manufacturer National
Tax ID—Manufacturer Model Number—Manufacturer Model
Type. The manufacturer country code must be the ISO 3166-1
code for the manufacturer’s country of origin.

3.1.6 property, n—an object’s attribute whose value charac-
terizes a specific class instance. The process of initializing a set
of properties for a specific instance is called instantiation.

3.1.7 string, n—any list of ACSII characters with variable
length.

3.1.8 string array, n—a dimensionless array of string val-
ues.

3.1.9 unique component identification, n—this classification
proposes that components be uniquely identified using the
following combination: Site ID—Generic ID—Location ID.
The description of the various identifiers is as follows:

3.1.9.1 site ID, n—unique vessel identifier. In some cases,
shipping organizations manage their inventory at the fleet level
in such a way that pieces of equipment are removed from one
vessel to be brought back to shore for repairs or overhauls
while already serviced pieces of equipment previously installed
on board another vessel are used as replacements. This method
of managing inventory makes it impractical to associate a
specific component with a vessel ID. The following two
alternatives are acceptable: (1) keeping the ID of the first vessel
on which it was installed throughout the component’s entire
life time, and (2) assigning a warehouse ID to components that
can potentially be installed on multiple vessels.

3.1.9.2 generic ID, n—the name or code of the object class
to which the component belong. Standard implementers are
free to use either the class name or code, depending on data
storage preferences given that class names are string values
whereas class codes are numeric values.

3.1.9.3 location ID, n—when multiple identical components
are located on the same site, the location ID identifies a specific
piece of equipment within the site. Examples of location IDs
include bolt hole location and deck/port-to-starboard/aft-to-
forward sequencing. The method used for setting up location
IDs is irrelevant for the standard. It is useful to the standard
implementer only and thus it is left to the standard implement-
er’s discretion.

3.1.10 unique vessel identification, n—unique equipment
identification requires a unique site or vessel identifier. This
classification proposes that commercial vessels be identified by
their International Maritime Organization (IMO) number. IMO
assigns a unique number to every commercial vessel in the
world to be used for the vessel tracking. The structure of the
IMO number comprises two parts: a variable seven-digit
numeric number (the Lloyd’s Register number) and a constant
alpha prefix “IMO” (for example, IMO 1234567). The constant
3-alpha prefix by definition contributes nothing to the identi-
fication of the ship. Therefore, only the variable seven-digit
numeric element of the IMO number is used. The seven-digit
numeric number is maintained by Lloyd’s Register which
assigns a number to a ship at any time following the initiation
of its construction. This classification also proposes that navy
vessels be identified by Navy Specific Identification (Hull)
Number preceded by the country code. The structure comprise
of two parts: a variable 3-alpha prefix country code followed
by five to seven digit alphanumeric hull number (for example,
USA LPD17). The five to seven digit alphanumeric hull
numbers are maintained by corresponding country navies.

4. Significance and Use

4.1 Capturing high quality RAM performance data requires
careful and consistent collection of equipment failure and
repair data, operating hours, and repair time. A standard
hierarchy of equipment boundaries has been needed for ma-
chinery data exchange among the stakeholders in shipbuilding,
ship classification, and ship operations.

4.2 Industry and government will use a world standard
method for setting the hierarchy of indentures and boundaries
required for assigning failure and repair events to equipment
for the tracking and calculation of equipment RAM perfor-
mance.

4.3 Agreed boundaries and equipment identifiers make it
possible to share equipment data among organizations, bench-
mark equipment performance, perform modeling and simula-
tion of current and proposed systems, or use performance data
to improve operations of commercial and naval vessels.

4.4 RAM analysis is primarily based on the observation of
individual components among which identical items contribute
to the same data sample. This classification is designed to be
used for the identification of individual (unique) components in
such a way that identical components can be identified within
a given data sample.

5. Basis of Classification

5.1 The class library constitutes a generic list of objects to
be used as a toolbox for the development of specific ship
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breakdown structures as shown in Fig. 1. Instances of object
classes will be created by assigning specific properties, includ-
ing custom-designed properties serving organization specific
functions and required properties aimed at facilitating global
identification and RAM assessment.

5.1.1 The class library includes systems, pieces of
equipment, elementary items (with some exceptions, elemen-
tary items can be seen as parts), and software products. It is that
standard implementers use the class library to build specific
ship breakdown structures by using a parent/child relationship
linking object class instances.

5.1.2 Each item has a parent to which it belongs. The parent
of any item can be any other type of items. For example, the
parent of a system is likely to be the ship, although in some
instances it is another system. The ship is an item of the class
library because it is the primary ancestor of all items and the
direct parent of most systems. As a primary ancestor, a ship has
no parent.

5.1.3 The parent of an elementary item is a system, a piece
of equipment or another elementary item. Elementary items do
not have children. An item is always defined with respect to its
parent. As a result, the identification of the parent is a required
property for all items. Within a given ship structure, the
combination of an item identifier and its parent identifier is not
unique. Indeed, several identical items with identical functions
are commonly found on board a specific ship. A location ID
(such as the bolt hole location, for example) is thus required to
uniquely identify each item. Consequently, an item of a specific
ship breakdown structure is fully identified by its own ID, the
ID of its parent, and a location ID.

5.2 Equipment RAM data exchange will take place through
the exchange of object class instances, that is, objects with

populated properties, including the list of required properties
for RAM data exchange. Class names are meant to be
transparent to end-users once a specific hierarchy is estab-
lished. They will only facilitate the data exchange. End-users
are expected to be presented with customized label names that
are dependent on business logic, culture, and language. Label
names are optional object properties populated by the standard
implementer.

5.3 Existing ship breakdown structures and identification
systems will be made compatible by adding a reference to the
object class for each component. Standard implementers will
be required to collect and store a minimum set of properties,
identified as “required properties.” The storage structure of the
object class properties (for example, manufacturer, model
number, Mean Time Between Failures, and so forth) is not
imposed by this classification. Standard implementers are free
to use their own storage structure. Implementers are also able
to create private data exchange for data that is to stay within the
organization (see Appendix X1).

5.4 This classification provides a list of generic criteria to be
used for the definition of equipment boundaries. Each bound-
ary criterion specifies whether a particular item is included in
the definition of pieces of equipment. Excluded items must not
be used when compiling the identification and RAM properties
to be exchanged.

6. Keywords

6.1 availability; boundary; equipment; hierarchy; maintain-
ability; maintenance; reliability; ship; shipboard; shipboard
equipment; ship reliability; vessel

FIG. 1 Object Instantiation Process for Population and Data Exchange
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